Tony Scandy
I am running for the Vice President position on the CCAA. I have been an active breeder for 32
years and produced more Champions than any breeder in the country. My reputation is a
testament, unmatched any other breeder in the country or world, but I digress. First and
foremost, my priorities are spent and dedicated to my children and family, then the breed that I
love, the Cane Corso. While my love for the breed is unmatched by any other, I am known as
the guy to step in and help the innocent newbie or victim who has been taken advantage of by a
breeder. I am not afraid to call out injustices for what it is and have defended members in the
past, so much so that I was removed corruptly and illegally from my Presidential and Vice
Presidential positions.
Myself, with a group of passionates, along with the ICCF club, hosted the largest, recordbreaking, 140 plus entries, Cane Corso shows ever to be held in America, and it was called the
ICCF Extravaganza! We all made the ICCF Extravaganza the most Prestigious show of all
times!! This is my hopes and what many others hopes are again in the CCAA
My goal and truly, I should say our goal is to unite the clubs all together to work for the best
interest of our breed and true passionates worldwide!! The decision created by clicks of corrupt
BODs declining the interest in the CCAA needs to end. I’m not going to sugar coat it. I have
watched corruption rain over the CCAA BODs for many years. It needs to stop! And you all
know and have watched me for many years fighting the fight. I stepped away in the past, not out
of choice, but I was asked about a year ago, by some incredible BODs to take up the mantle
again, for the dogs, for the membership, so that we could make a difference in the club!! With
their honesty and integrity, I said why not, it would be great for the breed and the club for me to
help get it on track.
I watched and was helpless to do anything because of controlling a voting bloc. A bloc, I
believe, that was based around deals for their own personal gains. What the membership has
witnessed for years is no one wanting to fight for the members and the breed, but I am here to
say I will continue to do so, and your vote will help. Make the difference and vote those in who
will fight for the members and the breed. It’s been proven many years that many of them don’t
care a single bit about the members. You have heard the Board recording, and it will tell you
exactly who to vote for. I want to thank many of you true Corso passionates for your votes and
support. Vote for me, Tony Scandy, the membership’s voice!

